observation that " a degree of M.D. is higher than a diploma and I am unable to perceive the grounds, legitimate or otherwise, upon which the Professor's assertion is based. He undoubtedly tells us that the "preliminary and scientific requirements" for the degree "are, or ought to be, higher" than those required for the diploma or licence. But do facts bear out and support this latter statement? Let us set aside purely scientific degrees. These necessitate a special scientific training, and should not in any sense be employed or mentioned in comparison with purely medical degrees and diplomas. Confining the argument to degrees in medicine as compared with college licences, we find that the course of study for a diploma embraces the same classes?minus natural history arid botany?as those required for the degree. The "preliminary and scientific requirements" of Dr Balfour must, therefore, be constituted by these two extra classes; and in this fact lies, to my mind, at once the moot point in his argument, and the alleged superiority of the degree. Now, Sir, can three months' attendance upon the classes of natural history and'botany?in which time it is possible to gain at most only the rudiments of either science ?be considered substantial grounds for asserting that the graduate must necessarily take a higher rank in social and professional life than the diplomate ? I can hardly think that on this ground alone the former can so greatly excel the latter; nor can I perceive the influence, favouring or otherwise, which the rudimentary knowledge of biological science can exert over the future professional life of the medical graduate. Will a knowledge of botany and natural history make him a better surgeon, a more reliable physician, or give him a higher social position than the diplomate? I say not a word against the acquirement of such knowledge?that, in itself, is creditable enough j but when vaunted as part of an education of alleged superiority over an extra-mural curriculum of more practical nature, the argument cannot hold its own in any respect. I do not expect that even Dr Balfour will claim for the professorial teaching a higher standard than that of the extra-mural school. To do so were to weaken his own cause, since the University Medical Chairs are generally filled by men who have been extra-mural teachers in the first instance. And, admitting the identity of the University and College courses of study in all respects?save in natural history and botanical teaching?it still remains for Dr Balfour to show wherein the superiority of the requirements for the degree are higher than those required for the diploma. The medical student casts his botany and zoology to the winds after his first professional examination is passed. This assertion is demonstrable beyond doubt; and it is indeed difficult, or even impossible, to conceive in what way these extra classes can operate to the laudation and elevation of the mcdical degree, in the ultimate history of which these sciences have no part.
Professor Balfour claims for his graduates that they are the men who " advance science." Surely the Professor cannot mean by this to exclude non-graduates from the fields of scientific discovery; and yet his tone reads exclusive enough in its character to warrant such a supposition. If wondered at. We give gifts to our own before we think of others; but here again an exclusive tone predominates; for to assert that graduates are qualified over others to accept such positions, is a statement to which the facts I have previously urged in this letter form a conclusive answer and denial.
The elevation of the graduate partakes thus far too much of the nature of an invidious distinction, to meet with sympathy or support even from the graduate body at large. University degrees and honours no one may lightly esteem, far less depreciate; but to unduly elevate these, to the depreciation of the diploma, is a very unwarrantable and gratuitous task. The diplomate possesses equally with the graduate, in virtue of his curriculum and examinations, an honest guarantee of his ability to practise medicine and surgery in as scientific a manner as can be desired or obtained. To argue otherwise, were to endeavour to lower the estimation in which the majority of hard-working practitioners in Britain and her colonies are held. And if the proposal to make botany and natural history parts of extra-professional education be carried out, the University curriculum will then only the more nearly approach the extramural course in its nature?and, let us hope, in its results also, so far as turning out practical workers is concerned.
Let me, lastly, advise Dr Balfour to consider carefully such important matters as these ere he writes to the public concerning them.
Haste in such matters is very proverbially connected with a slow rate of progress. And, finally, let me also state the point in which the gist of the whole matter lies, which point I would recommend for Dr Balfour's consideration?it is not the degree or diploma that makes the man honourable ; it is the man that ennobles or dignifies the qualification, of whatever nature that qualification may be.?I am, Sir, obediently yours, Biologist.
